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While the military use of drones has been the subject of much scrutiny, the use of drones for humanitarian purposes has so far received little attention. As the starting point for this study, it is argued that the
prospect of using drones for humanitarian and other life-saving activities has produced an alternative discourse on drones, dedicated to developing and publicizing the endless possibilities that drones have
for "doing good". Furthermore, it is suggested that the Good Drone narrative has been appropriated back into the drone warfare discourse, as a strategy to make war "more human". This book explores the
role of the Good Drone as an organizing narrative for political projects, technology development and humanitarian action. Its contribution to the debate is to take stock of the multiple logics and rationales
according to which drones are "good", with a primary objective to initiate a critical conversation about the political currency of "good". This study recognizes the many possibilities for the use of drones and
takes these possibilities seriously by critically examining the difference the drones' functionalities can make, but also what difference the presence of drones themselves – as unmanned and flying objects –
make. Discussed and analysed are the implications for the drone industry, user communities, and the areas of crisis where drones are deployed.
Human performance enhancement technologies raise important legal, ethical, and social issues, some of which are unique to military settings. The U.S military must carefully consider these issues and
balance any treatment’s risk to a service member against the operational risk the treatment is mitigating. Voluntary use is a particularly challenging issue for military personnel, as service members are an
inherently vulnerable population susceptible to coercion – real or perceived, implicit or explicit – from commanders. Nevertheless, these concerns can be met with appropriate procedures in place. There are
pathways today for safe and ethical military research on pharmaceuticals and other enhancement techniques, such as brain stimulation. Both the Army and Air Force have conducted studies on modafinil, and
the Air Force has conducted research on non-invasive brain stimulation. These research efforts to date generally have been small, however, and the Department of Defense does not have a comprehensive
research effort underway to capitalize on existing technologies, many of which have demonstrated benefits in civilian settings. At the same time, the reality is that by providing easy access to caffeine while
deployed and over-the-counter supplements on military bases, DoD leaders have de facto encouraged widespread, ad hoc, unregulated use of human enhancement technologies by warfighters without
robust guidelines in place or physician oversight. This is the least optimal strategy, one that maximizes the risks and minimizes the potential benefit of treatments. DoD must urgently increase research into the
benefits and risks of human performance technologies and begin a cross-disciplinary dialogue on policies surrounding their use in military settings.
The Spartan City State produced what is probably one of the most iconic and ruthless military forces in recorded history. They believed that military training and education began at birth. Post-World War II
saw a shift to army tanks, fighter jets and missiles that would go on to fight the next huge battle in Northern Europe. Today, with the advent of unmanned systems, our hopes are attached to the idea that we
can fight our battles with soldiers pressing buttons in distant command centres. However, soldiers must now be highly trained, super strong and have the intelligence and mental capacity to handle the highly
complex and dynamic military operating environment. It is only now as we progress into the twenty-first century that we are getting closer to realising the Spartan ideal and creating a soldier that can endure
more than ever before. This book provides the first comprehensive and unifying analysis of the moral, legal and social questions concerning military human enhancement, with a view toward developing
guidance and policy that may influence real-world decision making.
For those who believe that the humanities in America are in trouble, suffering from over-specialization and never-ending intramural conflicts, this collection of addresses and essays provides much needed
hope. Since the early 1970s, state humanities councils, working under a Congressional mandate, have developed important models of how the study of history, literature, and culture can be infused into the
public life of the nation. Often countering trends that have dominated the humanities on campus, state councils, drawing upon the energies and resources of volunteer boards, professional staff, and publicminded scholars, have demonstrated through thousands of public programs--documentary films, conferences, readings and discussions, public issues forums, interpretive exhibits, oral histories, lectures,
discussions, and workshops--that the humanities retain the capacity to help foster a communal vision that can revitalize the public life of the nation.
What's wrong with targeted advertising in political campaigns? Are echo chambers a matter of genuine concern? How does data collection impact on trust in society? As decision-making becomes
increasingly automated, how can decision-makers be held to account? This collection consider potential solutions to these challenges.
Les technologies visant à augmenter les capacités physiques et psychologiques des soldats ont toujours fait partie intégrante de l'histoire militaire. Toutefois, les recherches actuelles n'ont plus rien à voir
avec les expériences du passé, à tel point qu'il est désormais possible de parler d'une révolution de la condition humaine qui mènera à plus ou moins brève échéance à une situation où les guerres du futur
seront menées par des « super soldats ». Cette possibilité, qui est de plus en plus réelle et inévitable, mais qui demeure étonnamment négligée par les éthiciens, ouvre la porte à une série de questions
fondamentales : ces technologies sont-elles moralement problématiques ? Si elles sont permises, en vertu de quels critères est-il possible de distinguer celles qui sont acceptables de celles qui ne devraient
pas être tolérées ? Ces innovations vont-elles enfreindre les principes moraux de la « guerre juste » ? Quels devraient être les paramètres éthiques du développement de ces technologies ? Ce premier
ouvrage en langue française sur le soldat augmenté cherche à répondre à ces questions. Refusant d'adopter un point de vue manichéen sur cette question, Jean-François Caron explique que les nouvelles
technologies d'augmentation entraînent un dilemme moral important. D'un côté, elles peuvent être interprétées comme une obligation morale de la part de l'armée à l'égard des soldats. De l'autre, elles
peuvent également entraîner des violations des règles de la guerre. A la lumière de cette tension, l'auteur propose une vision nuancée des tenants et aboutissants de ces technologies militaires et suggère un
cadre éthique original permettant de délimiter leur développement et leur utilisation.
‘On Power: Neurophilosophical Foundations and Policy Implications’ seeks to provide a historical, contemporary and predictive analysis of power. It aims to explain the history of political power in a unique
way by approaching the concept of power through the lens of neurophilosophy – the application of neuroscientific principles to practical questions of governance, ethics, political and moral philosophy. In this
book, Professor Nayef Al-Rodhan provides an accessible, incisive, and provocative take on the history, nature, and future of power. His insights go beyond conventional wisdom by exploring some of the
themes that will become increasingly relevant to analysing power in the decades to come. A central idea of the book is the highly addictive universal nature of power at the neurochemical level, the craving for
it, and the intense resistance to giving it up in all walks of life and circumstances. This can be applied directly to thinking about governance, political change, public policy, national and international peace,
security, and prosperity. Al-Rodhan formulates an innovative conceptual picture of power by integrating the findings of neuroscience with the broader implications of power in the era of digital connectivity and
cognitive and physical enhancement technologies. In doing so, he guides our approach to political power and public policy, influenced by ubiquitous, disruptive, and intrusive technologies. This book will
appeal to students and scholars of neuroscience, philosophy, government, business, and international relations. It will also hold particular interest for politicians, public servants, think-tankers, policy-makers,
and journalists, as well as senior executives from the corporate, sports, media and entertainment world.

This book explores the overarching phenomenon of how force short of war is being used in modern conflict, and how it impacts just war theory. It shows that we need to bring the
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rules of war into alignment with increasingly digital means of conducting kinetic warfare through the force short of war paradigm. The use of force short of war is now
commonplace, in large part owing to casualty averseness and the explosion of emerging technologies, most notably drones, autonomous robotics and cyber. It often involves the
selective or limited use of military force to achieve political objectives and assumes many forms. These include targeted killing, assassination, the establishment of no-fly zones,
special-forces raids, limited duration bombing campaigns or missile strikes, and 'low intensity' counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations.
With rapid advancements in human enhancement technologies, society struggles with many issues, such as definition, effects, participation, regulation, and control. Current and
future initiatives in these technologies may not be in the participants’ best interests; therefore, it is imperative for research on humanitarian considerations to be available to those
affiliated with this field. Global Issues and Ethical Considerations in Human Enhancement Technologies compiles prestigious research and provides a well-rounded composite of
the field’s role in emerging technologies. Addressing both present and future concerns, this publication serves as a valuable reference work for researchers, students,
professionals, and practitioners involved in computer science and the humanities, as well as many engaged in a humanities approach to metasystems, new artificial life, and
robotics.
This comprehensive Research Handbook examines the key drivers of the arms trade, mapping the main trends in Asia, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America. It also
explores the principal defence markets internationally, including the US, China, India, Russia and the UK in greater detail.
In modern business environments, ethical behavior plays a crucial role in success. Managers and business leaders must pay close attention to the ethics of their policies and
behaviors to avoid a reputation-crushing scandal. Business Law and Ethics: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores best practices business leaders need to
navigate the complex landscape of legal and ethical issues on a day-to-day basis. Utilizing both current research and established conventions, this multi-volume reference is a
valuable tool for business leaders, managers, students, and professionals in a globalized marketplace.
????????????????????????,????????????,????????????????????
This edited collection critiques, from an interdisciplinary perspective, the growing body of EU children’s rights activities in the light of broader political, economic and legal
processes. Specifically, it interrogates whether EU intervention effectively responds to what are perceived as violations of children’s rights and the extent to which EU efforts to
uphold children’s rights complement and reinforce parallel national and international pursuits. Moreover, it scrutinises the compatibility of EU children’s rights measures with the
principles and provisions enshrined in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).
Machines and computers are becoming increasingly sophisticated and self-sustaining. As we integrate such technologies into our daily lives, questions concerning moral integrity
and best practices arise. A changing world requires renegotiating our current set of standards. Without best practices to guide interaction and use with these complex machines,
interaction with them will turn disastrous. Machine Law, Ethics, and Morality in the Age of Artificial Intelligence is a collection of innovative research that presents holistic and
transdisciplinary approaches to the field of machine ethics and morality and offers up-to-date and state-of-the-art perspectives on the advancement of definitions, terms, policies,
philosophies, and relevant determinants related to human-machine ethics. The book encompasses theory and practice sections for each topical component of important areas of
human-machine ethics both in existence today and prospective for the future. While highlighting a broad range of topics including facial recognition, health and medicine, and
privacy and security, this book is ideally designed for ethicists, philosophers, scientists, lawyers, politicians, government lawmakers, researchers, academicians, and students. It
is of special interest to decision- and policy-makers concerned with the identification and adoption of human-machine ethics initiatives, leading to needed policy adoption and
reform for human-machine entities, their technologies, and their societal and legal obligations.
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ??????????????????? ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????NHK ???BBC
?????????????????????????????????????www.JusticeHarvard.org??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????? ??????? ?????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????? ? ????? ?????????????? ?????? ??????????????? ??????????? ????????????????? ?????????? ?????? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ?????????????……?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????——??
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????Michael J. Sandel? ?????????????????????????????1980
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????27 ????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????2009 ??BBC ????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????33???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ??? ???????????????????? ??? ??? ???????????????????????? ??? ???
??????????????????????? ??? ??? ?????????????????? ?? ??? ????????????? ??? ??? ????????????????????? ??? ??? ??????????????? ??? ????????
?????????????????????? ??? ?1. ???? ?????????????????????????????—???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? 2. ??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 3. ????????????????????
??????????????????•???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 4.
?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 5. ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 6. ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 7. ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 8. ???????????? ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 9.
????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? 10. ????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ??
The question of whether new rules or regulations are required to govern, restrict, or even prohibit the use of autonomous weapon systems has been the subject of debate for the
better part of a decade. Despite the claims of advocacy groups, the way ahead remains unclear since the international community has yet to agree on a specific definition of
Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems and the great powers have largely refused to support an effective ban. In this vacuum, the public has been presented with a heavily onesided view of Killer Robots. This volume presents a more nuanced approach to autonomous weapon systems that recognizes the need to progress beyond a discourse framed by
the Terminator and HAL 9000. Re-shaping the discussion around this emerging military innovation requires a new line of thought and a willingness to challenge the orthodoxy.
Lethal Autonomous Weapons focuses on exploring the moral and legal issues associated with the design, development and deployment of lethal autonomous weapons. In this
volume, we bring together some of the most prominent academics and academic-practitioners in the lethal autonomous weapons space and seek to return some balance to the
debate. As part of this effort, we recognize that society needs to invest in hard conversations that tackle the ethics, morality, and law of these new digital technologies and
understand the human role in their creation and operation.
Unmanned combat air vehicles-i.e. ‘drones’-have become a prominent instrument in US efforts to counter objective (and subjective) cross-border terrorist threats with lethal
force. As a result, critical questions abound on the legitimacy of their use. In a series of multidisciplinary essays, this book explores the question of legitimacy through the
conceptual lenses of legality, morality and efficacy, and then closes with the consideration of a policy proposal aimed at incorporating all three indispensable elements.
Super SoldiersThe Ethical, Legal and Social ImplicationsRoutledge
Provides detailed assessments of law applicable to the most difficult problems encountered during modern armed conflicts and coalitions.
If people change radically as a result of mental disturbance or brain damage or disease, how should we acknowledge that change in the way in which we respond to them? And
how should society and the law acknowledge that change, particularly in cases of multiple-personality and manic-depressive disorders? This book addresses these and a cluster
of other questions about changes in the self through time and about the moral attitudes we adopt in the face of these changes. The result is a broad-ranging interdisciplinary
discussion at the boundaries of psychiatry, philosophy, law, and social policy. Theories of personal identity are applied to, and clarified in light of, the appearance of multiple
selves in a variety of personality and identity disturbances.Divided minds force us to clarify our thinking about human subjectivity, Radden points out, and when they result in a
succession of "selves," they provoke interesting ethical and legal issues. Radden provides a clear and thorough discussion of basic issues faced by clinicians and philosophers
contending with the unity of consciousness and personal identity, particularly in the area of dissociative disorders, where issues of unity of consciousness have a direct impact on
clinical and forensic decisions.Part 1 takes up the divisions and heterogeneities associated first with the normal self and then with the pathological self and identifies a "language
of successive selves." Part 2 provides an extended analysis of personal responsibility and culpability with regard to extreme multiplicity. Part 3 takes up the notion of a
metaphysics of successive selves. And part 4 addresses theoretical concerns associated with clinical material in an effort to further our understanding of the concepts of selfconsciousness and subjectivity.A Bradford Book
??????????????,??????????????????????,?????76????????????????????????????,???????,????????????????????
Krishnan describes military applications of neuroscience research and emerging neurotechnology with relevance to the conduct of armed conflict and law enforcement. This work builds upon literature by
scholars such as Moreno and Giordano and fills an existing gap, not only in terms of reviewing available and future neurotechnologies and relevant applications, but by discussing how the military pursuit of
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these technologies fits into the overall strategic context. The first to sketch future neurowarfare by looking at its potentials as well as its inherent limitations, this book’s main theme is how military
neuroscience will enhance and possibly transform both classical psychological operations and cyber warfare. Its core argument is that nonlethal strategies and tactics could become central to warfare in the
first half of the twenty-first century. This creates both humanitarian opportunities in making war less bloody and burdensome as well as some unprecedented threats and dangers in terms of preserving
freedom of thought and will in a coming age where minds can be manipulated with great precision.
From birth to adulthood, children now find themselves navigating a network of surveillance devices that attempt to identify, quantify, sort and track their thoughts, movements and actions. This book is the first
collection to focus exclusively on technological surveillance and young people. Organised around three key spheres of children’s day-to-day life: schooling, the self and social lives, this book chronicles the
increasing surveillance that children, of all ages, are subject to. Numerous surveillance apparatus and tools are examined, including, but not limited to: mobile phones, surveillance cameras, online monitoring,
GPS and RFID tracking and big data analytics. In addition to chronicling the steady rise of such surveillance practices, the chapters in this volume identify and problematise the consequences of technological
surveillance from a range of multidisciplinary perspectives. Bringing together leading scholars working across diverse fields – including sociology, education, health, criminology, anthropology, philosophy,
media and information technology – the collection highlights the significant socio-political and ethical implications of technological surveillance throughout childhood and youth.
Terrorism, the use of military force in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria, and the fatal police shootings of unarmed persons have all contributed to renewed interest in the ethics of police and military use of lethal
force and its moral justification. In this book, philosopher Seumas Miller analyzes the various moral justifications and moral responsibilities involved in the use of lethal force by police and military combatants,
relying on a distinctive normative teleological account of institutional roles. His conception constitutes a novel alternative to prevailing reductive individualist and collectivist accounts. As Miller argues, police
and military uses of lethal force are morally justified in part by recourse to fundamental natural moral rights and obligations, especially the right to personal self-defense and the moral obligation to defend the
lives of innocent others. Yet the moral justification for police and military use of lethal force is to some extent role-specific. Both police officers and military combatants evidently have an institutionally-based
moral duty to put themselves in harm's way to protect others. Under some circumstances, however, police have an institutionally based moral duty to use lethal force to uphold the law; and military
combatants have an institutionally based moral duty to use lethal force to win wars. Two key notions in play are joint action and the natural right to self-defense. Miller uses a relational individualist theory of
joint actions to construct the notion of multi-layered structures of joint action in order to explicate organizational action. He also provides a novel theory of justifiable killing in self-defense. Over the course of
his book, Miller covers a variety of urgent topics, such as police shootings of armed offenders, police shooting of suicide-bombers, targeted killing, autonomous weapons, humanitarian armed intervention, and
civilian immunity.
Not since man set foot on the moon over four decades ago has there been such passion and excitement about space exploration. This enthusiasm and eagerness has been spurred on by the fact that for the
first time since the very beginning of the space age, space travel is no longer limited to an elite group of highly trained and well-disciplined military officers and test pilots. Instead, we must understand that the
possibility of commercial space travel is already on our horizon and that it comes with a number of significant practical and moral challenges. Our level of scientific development and ability to influence
international affairs and policy confers upon us an obligation to study the ethical, legal and social considerations associated with space exploration and understanding the potential consequences from the
beginning is critical. This volume provides the first comprehensive and unifying analysis concerning the rise of private space exploration, with a view toward developing policy that may influence real-world
decision making. The plethora of questions demanding serious attention - privatisation and commercialisation, the impact on the environment, health futures, risk assessment, responsibility and governance are directly addressed in this scholarly work.
Explores the moral dimensions of the current global role of the U.S. military.
???????????????????????.???10?,????????????????,????,??,??,??,???,????????????.
This book is a philosophical exploration of the theoretical causes behind the collapse of classical cybernetics, as well as the lesson that this episode can provide to current emergent technologies. Alcibiades
Malapi-Nelson advances the idea that the cybernetic understanding of the nature of a machine entails ontological and epistemological consequences that created both material and theoretical conundrums.
However, he proposes that given our current state of materials research, scientific practices, and research tools, there might be a way for cybernetics to flourish this time. The book starts with a historical and
theoretical articulation of cybernetics in order to proceed with a philosophical explanation of its collapse—emphasizing the work of Alan Turing, Ross Ashby and John von Neumann. Subsequently, MalapiNelson unveils the common metaphysical signature shared between cybernetics and emergent technologies, identifying this signature as transhumanist in nature. Finally, avenues of research that may allow
these disruptive technologies to circumvent the cybernetic fate are indicated. It is proposed that emerging technologies ultimately entail an affirmation of humanity.

The centre of gravity in today’s global economy arguably now resides in Asia. As a result of this, the maintenance of geopolitical and economic security in Asia has become
pivotal to global stability. This indispensable Handbook examines the crucial and multifaceted role of the United States as a force in the region that has been, and continues to
be, necessary for the continuation of Asian prosperity.
Business practices are rapidly changing due to technological advances in the workplace. Organizations are challenged to implement new programs for more efficient business
while maintaining their standards of excellence and achievement. Human Performance Technology: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a vital reference source
for the latest research findings on real-world applications of digital tools for human performance enhancement across a variety of settings. This publication also examines the
utilization of problem-based instructional techniques for challenges and solutions encountered by industry professionals. Highlighting a range of topics such as performance
support systems, workplace curricula, and instructional technology, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for business executives and managers, business professionals,
human resources managers, academicians, and researchers actively involved in the business industry.
Explains how existing and proposed law seek to tackle challenges posed by new and emerging technologies in war and peace.
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